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Wodzilla
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies
show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of
activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business
(instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books
series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that
empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect
your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games
help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues
And more Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment
for teams to explore several common forms of conflict—and their resolution.
Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations
and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace more
efficient, effective, and engaged.

Racing Weight
BONUS – exclusive content upon redemption. Kettlebells… the Russian super
weapon that has been dominating the fitness industry for the past decade! Here is
A Preview Of What the Killer Kettlebell WOD Bible contains:A comprehensive list of
the health benefits of Cross Training In depth terminology to help you understand
the abbreviations and lingo used in Cross Training An explanation of what a kettle
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***must read!*** Common kettlebell exercises form explained – including photos
Kettlebell training mistakes revealed, along with how to avoid them 200+ Cross
Training kettlebell workouts! 20 assorted bonus WODs And Much More!

80/20 Running
Racing Weight is a proven weight-management program designed specifically for
endurance athletes. Revealing new research and drawing from the best practices
of elite athletes, coach and nutritionist Matt Fitzgerald lays out six easy steps to
help cyclists, triathletes, and runners lose weight without harming their training.
This comprehensive and science-based program shows athletes the best ways to
lose weight and avoid the common lifestyle and training hang-ups that keep new
PRs out of reach. The updated Racing Weight program helps athletes: Improve diet
quality Manage appetite Balance energy sources Easily monitor weight and
performance Time nutrition throughout the day Train to get—and stay—lean
Racing Weight offers practical tools to make weight management easy. Fitzgerald’s
no-nonsense Diet Quality Score improves diet without counting calories. Racing
Weight superfoods are diet foods high in the nutrients athletes need for training.
Supplemental strength training workouts can accelerate changes in body
composition. Daily food diaries from 18 pro athletes reveal how the elites maintain
an athletic diet while managing appetite. Athletes know that every extra pound
wastes energy and hurts performance. With Racing Weight, cyclists, triathletes,
and runners have a simple program and practical tools to hit their target numbers
on both the race course and the scale.

The Men's Fitness Exercise Bible
In a world of modern, involved, caring parents, why are so many kids aggressive
and cruel? Where is intelligence hidden in the brain, and why does that matter?
Why do cross-racial friendships decrease in schools that are more integrated? If
98% of kids think lying is morally wrong, then why do 98% of kids lie? What's the
single most important thing that helps infants learn language? NurtureShock is a
groundbreaking collaboration between award-winning science journalists Po
Bronson and Ashley Merryman. They argue that when it comes to children, we've
mistaken good intentions for good ideas. With impeccable storytelling and razorsharp analysis, they demonstrate that many of modern society's strategies for
nurturing children are in fact backfiring--because key twists in the science have
been overlooked. Nothing like a parenting manual, the authors' work is an
insightful exploration of themes and issues that transcend children's (and adults')
lives.

The Willpower Instinct
Get fit with 101 rowing workouts for all levels. Rowing is one of the most effective
activities you can do for overall fitness and health. It provides a full-body workout,
increases endurance, and boosts aerobic performance while being easy enough on
the joints for those looking for low-impact cardio. 101 Best Rowing Workouts is a
compilation of essential exercise programs for everyone wanting to erg their way
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beginners, those focused on weight loss, runners, strength training, postpartum,
and more.

Learning to Breathe Fire
Build Speed, Agility, Fitness & OBLITERATE Fat With These Killer Running
Workouts! By The Author Of The Original 'Cross Training WOD Bible' An
International #1 Amazon Best Seller! Let me ask you a few quick questions Are you
tired of spending endless hours walking on the treadmill? Are you sick of following
the same workout regime week after week? Are you training hard, yet struggling to
see results? Do you struggle to find time to get in a proper workout? Do you want
to build explosive athletic power, coordination & fitness, along with unbreakable
confidence and a mindset to match? If you answered 'Yes!' to any of these
questions then the Running WOD Bible is a MUST READ Here Is A Preview Of What
The Running WOD Bible Contains An Introduction To Sprinting For Fitness The
Benefits Of These Quick & Efficient Running Workouts That You Need To Know 70
Running Workouts Designed To Get You Results! Much, Much More!"

101 Best Rowing Workouts
There’s plenty of conventional wisdom on health and fitness – but how much of it is
scientifically sound? The truth is: less than you’d think. In Which Comes First,
Cardio or Weights?, physicist and award-winning journalist Alex Hutchinson tackles
dozens of commonly held beliefs and looks at just what research science has – and
has not – proven to be true: Should I exercise when I’m sick? · Do I get the same
workout from the elliptical machine that I get from running? · What role does my
brain play in fatigue? · Will running ruin my knees? · To lose weight, is it better to
eat less or exercise more? · How should I adapt my workout routine as I get older? ·
Does it matter what I’m thinking about when I train? · Will drinking coffee help or
hinder my performance? · Should I have sex the night before a competition? This
myth-busting book covers the full spectrum of exercise science and offers the
latest in research from around the globe, as well as helpful diagrams and plenty of
practical tips on using proven science to improve fitness, reach weight loss goals,
and achieve better competition results. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Heart Rate Training
With The Men’s Fitness Exercise Bible, you will always have time to get in great
shape—even if you only have no time at all. You will always have the equipment
you need—even if you have no equipment at all. You will never grow bored or stop
seeing progress—and your workout will never become routine. Whether you have
access to an upscale gym or just a dumbbell in your garage, whether you’re an
elite athlete or a complete beginner, there’s a workout in this book—101 of them,
in fact—that will get you bigger, stronger, and leaner. Discover how to accomplish
in 8 minutes what most people do in 80—because top exercise pros give you only
the most effective and efficient workouts in the world. The Men’s Fitness Exercise
Bible gives you:
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Want to row but have no idea where to start? Looking to lose weight?Want to
improve your cardio?The indoor rowing machine is a fantastic form of cardio and
strength training. This book covers what you need to know in order to get started
with rowing in an easy to follow way. No big fancy medical talk. No assuming you
know what everything means. This book explains the machine, the terminology,
and the form, so you can get started the "correct" way from the start. While the
rowing machine is fantastic, if not used correctly, you are more likely to get
injuries. Amanda Painter Diver's knowledge as a Doctor of Physical Therapy
combined with 18+ years of rowing experience has led to the creation of this book
designed to keep you rowing longer, without being sidelined due to injuries. Also
learn to adapt the rowing machine for you and your body.

The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective
Activities to Improve Communication, Trust and Collaboration
The Sequel To The #1 Best Selling Cross Training WOD Book! Including 586 NEW
Workouts Designed to Obliterate Fat, Build Muscle, Get Strong & Increase Your
Physical Fitness * * *BONUS CONTENT UPON REDEMPTION* * * Let me ask you a
few quick questions Are you tired of spending endless hours walking on the
treadmill? Are you sick of following the same workout regime week after week? Are
you training hard, yet struggling to see results? Do you struggle to find time to get
in a proper workout? Do you want to build explosive athletic power and strength,
along with unbreakable confidence and a mindset to match? If you answered
'Yes!'to any of these questions then the Cross Training WOD Bible 2.0 is a MUST
READ Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Find Inside This Amazing Book -An
Introduction To Cross Training -The Benefits And Reasons Why You NEED To
Perform Your Daily Workout -Programming Your Workouts - Because One Size Does
NOT Fit All -The Power Of The Mind And Taking Consistent Action -Beginner
Workouts -Bicycle Workouts -Bodyweight Workouts (No Equipment Involved!)
-Boxing Workouts (Relieve Stress & Work On Your Self Defense Skills!) -Dumbbell
Workouts -Jump Rope Workouts - SKip Your Way To Success -Kettlebell Workouts Harness The Russian Superweapon! -Rowing Workouts For Extreme Cardio
-Running & Sprinting Oriented Workouts -Swimming Workouts - The Ultimate
Summer WODs -Wall Ball Workouts For Insane Conditioning & Coordination
-Warmup Workouts To Get You Prepared For Battle! -And Much, Much More!

The Simple Six
Run the Mile You're In
Indoor rowing machines (or ergometers) were once used only by outdoor rowers
during their winter training. Over the last twenty years however the benefits of
indoor rowing have attracted more and more users, and now every gym comes
with one as standard. It's also a sport in its own right, with competitions ranging
from school leagues to the European and World Championships. The Complete
Guide to Indoor Rowing is the first comprehensive book to focus on this unique
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with information, training plans, tips and techniques, it is suitable for serious
athletes, outdoor rowers and regular gym users alike, and is a must for health
professionals and coaches. Whether you are attracted by the weight-loss benefits
of the rowing machine or using it to coach cross-training athletes, this book will
help you get the best from each session while, crucially, remaining injury-free.

The Complete Guide to Indoor Rowing
The Triathlete's Training Bible is the bestselling and most comprehensive reference
available to triathletes. Based on Joe Friel's proven, science-based methodology
and his 28 years of coaching experience, The Triathlete's Training Bible has
equipped hundreds of thousands of triathletes for success in the sport. The
Triathlete's Training Bible equips triathletes of all abilities with every detail they
must consider when planning a season, lining up a week of workouts, or preparing
for race day. With this new edition, you will develop your own personalized training
plan and learn how to: improve economy in swimming, cycling, and running
balance intensity and volume gain maximum fitness through smart recovery make
up for missed workouts and avoid overtraining adapt your training plan based on
your progress build muscular endurance with a new approach to strength training
improve body composition with smarter nutrition The Triathlete's Training Bible is
the best-selling book on tri training ever published. Get stronger, smarter, and
faster with this newest version of the bible of the sport.

Rowing Machine Workout
It doesn't matter if you are rowing for fitness, competition, as part of a training
program for on-the-water rowing, or just dipping a toe into the world of indoor
rowing, we've got you covered. Written by three long-time rowing coaches, we tell
it like it is with a dash of humor. This book includes more than 375 of the best
indoor rowing workouts of all time, designed and organized by skill level, fitness
training goals, time and difficulty. We make it simple to find a workout that fits
your specific needs on any given day. The Erg Book helps you maximize your
training time with easy to follow 14-week indoor rowing training plans, with great
tips for improving indoor rowing technique, whether you're just starting out or have
been rowing for years. We've also included lots of fun and effective team workouts
designed for fitness classes and juniors, college and masters rowing teams training
in the off-season, along with the best body circuit exercises designed to help you
build flexibility, balance and core strength for rowing. Whether you're a serious
rower or rowing coach, or you've just had your eye on the dusty erg in the corner
of your gym, we'll give you the tools you need to make the erg your new best
friend.

The Erg Book
Here is A Preview Of What the Cross Training WOD Bible contains:A comprehensive
list of the health benefits of Cross Training In depth terminology to help you
understand the abbreviations and lingo used555 Cross Training WODs
(workouts)And Much More! Here is A Preview of the 555 Workouts the Cross
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Heroes – benchmark workouts Bodyweight workouts Running based workouts
Rowing based workouts Kettlebell workouts Olympic lifting workouts Strongman
workouts Short 'N' heavy workouts Minute by minute workouts Bi-element
workouts Tri-element workouts Four or more workouts Hybrid workouts AMRAP
workouts Epic endurance challenges – designed to obliterate even the toughest
endurance athletes There really is something for everybody in here!

Beginner's Guide to Indoor Rowing
Coach Joe Friel is the most trusted name in endurance sports coaching, and his
Cyclist's Training Bible is the most comprehensive and reliable training resource
ever written for cyclists. This new edition of the bestselling book includes all of the
latest advances in training and technology. Using this book, cyclists can create a
comprehensive, self-coached training plan that is both scientifically proven and
shaped around their personal goals. Friel empowers athletes with every detail they
need to consider when planning a season, lining up a week of workouts, or
preparing to race. This fourth edition includes extensive revisions on the specifics
of how to train and what to eat. Friel explains how cyclists can: best gauge
intensity with power meters and other new training technology to maximize form
and fitness and reduce fatigue; more knowledgeably and accurately make changes
to their annual training plan over the course of a season; dramatically build
muscular endurance with strength training; improve body composition and
recovery with smarter nutrition. With more case studies to draw from and multiple
contingency plans for those times when training doesn't progress as planned, The
Cyclist's Training Bible continues to be the definitive guide to optimal cycling
performance.

The Sabbath Hymn Book for the Service of Song in the House
of the Lord
"Explains the science of maximum effort, why the modern gym fails an obese
society, and the psychic rewards of ending up on the floor feeling as though you're
about to die, [tracing] CrossFit's rise from a single underground gym in Santa Cruz
to its adoption as the workout of choice for elite special forces, firefighters, and
cops, to its popularity as the go-to fitness routine for regular Joes and Janes"--Dust
jacket flap.

Spartan Warrior Workout
"Respected running and fitness expert Matt Fitzgerald explains how the 80/20
running program--in which you do 80 percent of runs at a lower intensity and just
20 percent at a higher intensity--is the best change runners of all abilities can
make to improve their performance. With a thorough examination of the science
and research behind this training method, 80/20 Running is a hands-on guide for
runners of all levels with training programs for 5K, 10K, half-marathon, and
marathon distances"--

Bodyweight Strength Training Anatomy
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Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when his bomber crashed into the
sea during World War II, spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean before being
rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was held as a prisoner until the end of the war.

Training and Racing with a Power Meter, 2nd Ed.
The CrossFit Level 1 Training Guide is an essential resource for anyone seeking to
understand the CrossFit methodology and foundational movements. This
compendium of articles, written over the last two decades primarily by Coach Greg
Glassman, may be used to support any successful training venture that seeks to
forge a broad, general, and inclusive fitness.Readers will find proven teaching
progressions, detailed programming guidance, and precise coaching and
nutritional strategies. The content prepares the reader for the application of the
CrossFit methodology with clients of any level.Readers will become familiar with
functional movements and essential skills that will help prepare them for any of
life's demands. CrossFit's nine foundational movements - the squat, front squat,
overhead squat, press, push press, jerk, deadlift, sumo deadlift high pull, and
medicine-ball clean - are covered in detail with full-color photos and learning
progressions. Progressions for the snatch, GHD sit-up, hip and back extension, pullup, thruster, and muscle-up are also included, as are recommendations for
improving CrossFit's 10 general physical skills: cardiovascular/respiratory
endurance, stamina, strength, flexibility, power, speed, coordination, agility,
balance, and accuracy. This guide is designed for use in conjunction with the twoday CrossFit Level 1 Certificate Course that is a prerequisite to opening a CrossFit
affiliate, but the guide can also be used as a standalone resource for coaches,
fitness enthusiasts, and individuals seeking to improve their own health. The
CrossFit Level 1 Training Guide is the key to a lifetime of health and fitness.

Running Wod Bible
Power, Speed, ENDURANCE is a highly effective training system that has
catapulted thousands of endurance athletes to the next level. Developed by
CrossFit Endurance founder Brian MacKenzie and featuring instruction from some
of the world's top endurance and CrossFit coaches, Power, Speed, ENDURANCE
unveils techniques, drills, and training strategies that will optimize your
performance and overall work capacity while decreasing your susceptibility to
injury. Through thousands of step-by-step color photographs and detailed
narrative, Power, Speed, ENDURANCE breaks down proper running, cycling, and
swimming mechanics like never before. MacKenzie's unique system of building
strength, speed, and power is aimed at reaping continual results, without injury. In
fact, he devotes an entire chapter to the "broken down" athlete, equipping you
with the knowledge to prevent, repair, and treat injuries brought on by poor
mechanics and tight overworked muscles. In addition, MacKenzie outlines a
straightforward approach to nutrition, hydration, and electrolyte balance that will
increase your energy, boost your performance, and accelerate your recovery.
Whether you're a self-trained athlete looking to compete in your first endurance
event, a seasoned competitor looking to reach your highest potential, or a CrossFit
athlete looking to increase stamina, Power, Speed, ENDURANCE will help you reach
your goal. In this book, you will learn how to: il develop proper running technique
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using the Pose
Method
il properly
fit yourself
on a bike
il improve
cycling
mechanics on a road, time-trial, and mountain bike il swim effortlessly and improve
freestyle-stroke mechanics through skill-based drills and exercises il accelerate
work capacity and minimize fatigue by building muscle, speed, and power il
incorporate a CrossFit Endurance strength-and-conditioning program into your
training routine il maximize nutrition, hydration, and electrolyte balance to improve
performance and body composition il prevent, repair, and treat nagging injuries
associated with endurance sports and improve range of motion using Starrett's
Movement and Mobility Method

The Triathlete's Training Bible
Looking for the Ultimate WOD Book? You've Found it!If you're looking for the
ultimate compilation of WODs, suitable for anyone including those just getting into
cross training all the way up to athletes at an elite level then this is the book for
you! Featuring over 700 workouts you'll never be short of a WOD, whether you
want to focus on bodyweight training, do some intense Russian kettlebell training
or perform some heavy Olympic lifts WODZILLA has you covered! Here is A Preview
of what WODZILLA Contains:10 Warm up WODs to get your muscles ready to work
78 Benchmark WODs to measure your progress! 30 Running WODs 20 Rowing
WODs 70 Heavy Lifting WODs, featuring Olympic and strongman style lifts 20
WODs that take 5 minutes, perfect for when you're short on time! 20 WODs that
take 10 minutes 20 WODs that take 20 minutes 200 Russian Kettlebell based
WODs 200 Bodyweight WODs, no fancy gym equipment required! 50 Partner WODs
– grab a buddy or two and smash these workouts!

80/20 Triathlon
A breakthrough program for triathletes -- beginner, intermediate, and advanced -showing how to balance training intensity to maximize performance -- from a
fitness expert and elite coach. Cutting-edge research has proven that triathletes
and other endurance athletes experience their greatest performance when they do
80 percent of their training at low intensity and the remaining 20 percent at
moderate to high intensity. But the vast majority of recreational triathletes are
caught in the so-called "moderate-intensity rut," spending almost half of their time
training too hard--harder than the pros. Training harder isn't smarter; it actually
results in low-grade chronic fatigue that prevents recreational athletes from
getting the best results. In 80/20 Triathlon, Matt Fitzgerald and David Warden lay
out the real-world and scientific evidence, offering concrete tips and strategies,
along with complete training plans for every distance--Sprint, Olympic, HalfIronman, and Ironman--to help athletes implement the 80/20 rule of intensity
balance. Benefits include reduced fatigue and injury risk, improved fitness,
increased motivation, and better race results.

Which Comes First, Cardio or Weights?
Hunter Allen and Andy Coggan, PhD have completely revised the book that made
power meters understandable for amateur and professional cyclists and triathletes.
Power meters have become essential tools for competitive cyclists and triathletes.
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power meter--for
those who understand how to interpret their data. A power meter displays and
records exactly how much energy a cyclist expends, which lends unprecedented
insight into that rider's abilities and fitness. With the proper baseline data, a cyclist
can use a power meter to determine race strategy, pacing, and tactics. Training
and Racing with a Power Meter makes it possible to exploit the incredible
usefulness of the power meter by explaining how to profile strengths and
weaknesses, measure fitness and fatigue, optimize workouts, time race readiness,
and race using power. This new edition: Enables athletes to predict future
performance and time peak form Introduces fatigue profiling, a new testing
method to pinpoint weaknesses Includes two training plans to raise functional
threshold power and time peaks for race day Offers 75 power-based workouts
tuned for specific training goals This updated edition also includes new case
studies, a full chapter on triathlon training and racing, and improved 2-color charts
and tables throughout. Training and Racing with a Power Meter, will continue to be
the definitive guide to the most important training tool ever developed for
endurance sports.

Wuthering Heights
Power Speed ENDURANCE
Make your Web pages stand out above the noise with JavaScript and the expert
instruction in this much-anticipated update to the bestselling JavaScript Bible. With
renowned JavaScript expert Danny Goodman at your side, you’ll get a thorough
grounding in JavaScript basics, see how it fits with current Web browsers, and find
all the soup-to-nuts detail you’ll need. Whether you’re a veteran programmer or
just starting out, this is the JavaScript book Web developers turn to again and
again. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as
part of eBook file.

Fast After 50
Going far beyond standard pull-ups, push-ups, and squats, Bodyweight Strength
Training Anatomy presents 156 unique exercises that work every muscle in the
body. Detailed anatomical artwork accompanies step-by-step instructions for
performing each exercise anytime, anywhere, without the need for equipment or
machines.

NurtureShock
Air Bike WOD Bible

Just Keep Rowing
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American writer Zora
Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s,
and it is likely Hurston's best known work.
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Jump Rope Wod Bible
This book will introduce you to the different types of rowing machines and the
benefits or rowing machine workouts. You will find out how to identify your rowing
goals, how to use the machines and the steps to an effective workout for both
beginners and athletes. The book ends with a list of Dos and Don'ts for your rowing
workouts.

Cross Training Wod Bible
Are you ready to finally look and feel the way you've always wanted, and stay that
way? The Simple Six is an innovative new workout program designed to provide
maximum results with the least amount of effort. Free of all the usual filler and
hype, The Simple Six is a real program, for real people, offering real results. The
unique programming method found only in The Simple Six is based on the idea
that repeating a small amount of work consistently can lead to great changes in
the way you look, the way you feel, and the way you think about fitness and
exercise. If you're looking for a simple, straightforward way to build a strong,
balanced, and capable physique, then The Simple Six is for you. The Simple Six
truly is the easy way to get in shape and stay in shape for the rest of your life!

CrossFit Level 1 Training Guide
Based on Stanford University psychologist Kelly McGonigal's wildly popular course
"The Science of Willpower," The Willpower Instinct is the first book to explain the
new science of self-control and how it can be harnessed to improve our health,
happiness, and productivity. Informed by the latest research and combining cuttingedge insights from psychology, economics, neuroscience, and medicine, The
Willpower Instinct explains exactly what willpower is, how it works, and why it
matters. For example, readers will learn: Willpower is a mind-body response, not a
virtue. It is a biological function that can be improved through mindfulness,
exercise, nutrition, and sleep. Willpower is not an unlimited resource. Too much
self-control can actually be bad for your health. Temptation and stress hijack the
brain's systems of self-control, but the brain can be trained for greater willpower
Guilt and shame over your setbacks lead to giving in again, but self-forgiveness
and self-compassion boost self-control. Giving up control is sometimes the only
way to gain self-control. Willpower failures are contagious—you can catch the
desire to overspend or overeat from your friends—but you can also catch selfcontrol from the right role models. In the groundbreaking tradition of Getting
Things Done, The Willpower Instinct combines life-changing prescriptive advice and
complementary exercises to help readers with goals ranging from losing weight to
more patient parenting, less procrastination, better health, and greater
productivity at work.

Killer Kettlebell Wod Bible
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Just Keep Rowing
is aTraining
self-empowerment
written
by Katie
and co-author,
Bowles, with 70 life lessons that parallel the number of days Katie spent alone at
sea rowing across the Atlantic Ocean. The book is a personal conversation between
you and Katie. During her journey she learned many vital life lessons from the
Atlantic. As she found out, an ocean is a great teacher of the meaning of life. Katie
became its student, sometimes reluctantly but often enthusiastically, and she
wants to communicate these lessons because she believes they can be valuable
for everyone. From students to business executives, and to people just wanting to
find new ways to live life to the fullest, these lessons from the Atlantic will help you
see the world from a new perspective.

Their Eyes Were Watching God
Fast After 50 is for every endurance athlete who wants to stay fast for years to
come. For runners, cyclists, triathletes, swimmers, and cross-country skiers,
getting older doesn't have to mean getting slower. Drawing from the most current
research on aging and sports performance, Joe Friel—America's leading endurance
sports coach—shows how athletes can race strong and stay healthy well past age
50. In his groundbreaking book Fast After 50, Friel offers a smart approach for
athletes to ward off the effects of age. Friel shows athletes how to extend their
racing careers for decades—and race to win. Fast After 50 presents guidelines for
high-intensity workouts, focused strength training, recovery, crosstraining, and
nutrition for high performance: How the body's response to training changes with
age, how to adapt your training plan, and how to avoid overtraining How to shed
body fat and regain muscle density How to create a progressive plan for training,
rest, recovery, and competition Workout guidelines, field tests, and intensity
measurement In Fast After 50, Joe Friel shows athletes that age is just a
number—and race results are the only numbers that count. With contributions
from: Mark Allen, Gale Bernhardt, Amby Burfoot, Dr. Larry Creswell, John Howard,
Dr. Tim Noakes, Ned Overend, Dr. John Post, Dr. Andrew Pruitt, and Lisa
Rainsberger.

JavaScript Bible
"Heart Rate Training, 2E helps the endurance athlete to understand how best to
use the overwhelming amount of data that can be captured by heart rate
monitoring equipment. The authors offer both general and sport-specific guidance
in how to customize training plans in a way that effectively uses the latest
technology and research"--

Air Bike Wod Bible!
Build Speed, Agility, Discipline & Coordination With These Killer Jump Rope
Workouts! By The Author Of The Original 'Cross Training WOD Bible' An
International #1 Amazon Best Seller! Let me ask you a few quick questions Are you
tired of spending endless hours walking on the treadmill? Are you sick of following
the same workout regime week after week? Are you training hard, yet struggling to
see results? Do you struggle to find time to get in a proper workout? Do you want
to build explosive athletic power and strength, along with unbreakable confidence
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Jump Rope WOD Bible is a MUST READ Here Is A Preview Of What The Jump Rope
WOD Bible Contains An Introduction To The Jump Rope The Benefits Of These Quick
& Efficient Jump Rope Workouts That You Need To Know The Only Equipment You
Need To Have A Killer Workout Anytime, Anywhere A Brief Lesson On Jump Rope
Technique - Become A Master! 70 Jump Rope Workouts Designed To Get You
Results! Much, Much More!"

The Cyclist's Training Bible
DO YOU HAVE THE STRENGTH--TO STOP AN ENTIRE ARMY? In just one month, the
high-intensity workouts in this book can give you the jaw-dropping physique of
history's greatest soldiers. Spartan Warrior Workout takes you from merely being
in shape to having the strength and endurance to withstand the ultimate test.
Whether you're a veteran in the weight room or a new recruit, Spartan Warrior
Workout will challenge you like nothing you have ever tried before: * Arms and
shoulders are sculpted with kettlebell cleans and presses * Abs are toned with
windmills and planks * Back and butt are strengthened with kettlebell swings and
pull-ups * Chest is chiseled with bench presses and push-ups * Legs and glutes are
shaped with jumping lunges and squats More than just exercises, the book's
guidelines on active rest, pre-hab and nutrition will help keep your body healthy
and fueled as you push yourself to the limit and reach higher levels of fitness.

A Book of Discovery: The History of the World's Exploration
From the Earliest Times to the Finding of the South Pole
Ryan Hall is an Olympic athlete and American record holder in the half marathon
(59:43). But as a kid, Ryan hated running. He wanted nothing to do with the sport
until one day, he felt compelled to run the 15 miles around his neighborhood lake.
He was hooked. Starting that day, Ryan felt a God-given purpose in running. He
knew he could, and would, race with the best runners in the world and that his
talent was a gift to serve others. These two truths launched Ryan's 20-year athletic
career and guided him through epic failures and exceptional breakthroughs to
competing at the highest level. Along the way, Ryan learned how to focus on his
purpose and say no to distractions, to select and strive for the right goals--goals for
the heart as well as the body. With God's guidance and millions of miles pounded
out on the track, Ryan discovered secrets to dealing with defeat and
disappointment, enduring immense pain, building resilience, and ultimately,
running as if you've already won. Now a coach, speaker, and nonprofit partner,
Ryan shares the powerful faith behind his athletic achievements and the lessons
he learned that helped him push past limits, make space for relationships that
enrich life on and off the running trails, and cultivate a positive mindset. Journey
with Ryan as he reflects on the joys and trials of the running life and discover for
yourself the power of a life devoted to your God-given purpose.

Bodyweight Cross Training Wod Bible
BONUS – exclusive content upon redemption. Regardless of your gender, age or
current fitness level you're about to learn how to build a fit and healthy body
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gym? No equipment? No worries! Here is A Preview Of What the Bodyweight Cross
Training WOD Bible contains:A comprehensive list of the health benefits of Cross
Training In depth terminology to help you understand the abbreviations and lingo
used in Cross Training An explanation of what bodyweight training actually is
Benefits of bodyweight training revealed ***must read!*** The essential principles
of bodyweight training Bodyweight exercises explained (including photos!) 220
Cross Training bodyweight workouts And Much More!
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